
CNS 187 - Neural Computation

Problem Sheet 1

Handed out: 3 Oct 08
Due: 10Oct 08, 4pm by e-mail to cns187 ta@dna.caltech.edu

Each problem is weighted equally, and within each problem the subparts are weighted equally,
totally 100 points. You must not examine problem sets or solution sets from previous years
of this class, or similar related material. You may collaborate on working out ideas, but if so,
name your collaborators, write up your one solutions, and write your own code. Read the CNS
187 General Information page (http://wiki.cns.caltech.edu/wiki/index.php/Homework policy)
before beginning homework sets.

1.1 High Dimensional Spaces

High dimensional spaces are the bread and butter of the theory of collective computation.
The dynamics of a small associative memory might take place in a 10000 dimensional space
representing the pixels of a 100 by 100 image; learning a function of 10 inputs with a 2-layer
feedforward network with 50 hidden units requires a 550 dimensional weight space; whereas the
human brain makes do with approximately 1011 neurons and 1014 synapses. In this problem
we will develop some appreciation – and hopefully gain some intuition – for high-dimensional
spaces. So, think seriously about the answers you get, and what they mean, especially for
10000-dimensional spaces. Solve three of the following six subproblems.

1. Consider the hypercube [−1, 1]K and the inscribed hypersphere of radius 1. What frac-

tion of the cube’s volume1 is contained within the hypersphere, as a function of K?
Compute this for K = 1 . . . 10, 20, 50, 100. Draw a picture of the cube and inscribed
sphere for K = 2 and shade the volume whose fraction you computed above.

2. Choose points uniformly at random from the hypercube [−1, 1]K . How many points
must be picked so that, with probability greater than 1/2, at least one of the points is
within distance 1 of the origin? Plot this number for K = 1 . . . 10, 20, 50, 100. If we ask
the same question, but for being within distance one of some other point, do we require
more, the same, or fewer points to be picked?

3. Pack 2K diameter-1 hyperspheres within the hypercube [−1, 1]K , such that the center
of a hypersphere is c where ci = ±1

2
. Create a new hypersphere of radius r centered at

the origin such that the new hypersphere is as large as possible without intersecting the
other hyperspheres. Compute r for K = 1 . . . 10, 20, 50, 100. Hint: for K = 1, r = 0;

1Recall that the volume of a K-dimensional hypersphere of radius r is r
K
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The MATLAB functions nchoosek and gamma may be helpful. Watch out for numerical error, and remember
log(1 + ǫ) ≈ ǫ.
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for K = 2, r = 0.2071... Explain what happens as K gets very large, and why. Draw a
picture of the cube and all the spheres for K = 2 and K = 3 and shade the new sphere
whose radius you computed above.

4. What ǫ is required such that 99% of the volume of the hypersphere of radius 1 is
outside of a concentric hypersphere of radius 1 − ǫ? That is, how thick does the
surface of a hypersphere have to be to contain almost all the volume? Plot this for
K = 1 . . . 10, 20, 50, 100, 1000.

5. Suppose many datapoints are generated according to the spherical Gaussian probability
density2

pK(x) =
1

(2π)K/2
e−||x||2/2 .

Where is the highest density of points, as a function of K? What is the most probable
radius, as a function of K? Plot the probability that a point has radius r, for K =
1 . . . 10, 20, 50, 100.

6. Suppose many datapoints are generated according to the spherical Gaussian probability
density as before. Consider the point of view of the nth point, xn. (If it helps, let
n = 1). What is the expected value of ||xn||2? Let αi be the scalar value obtained by
projecting the ith point onto the line through xn and the origin (we measure α positive
in the direction of xn; α can also be negative). What is the exact probability density
function of αi (i 6= n), and what is its variance? We’d like to know the expected value
of αn; however, that’s a bit of an ugly calculation, so we’ll make do with the root-mean-
square3 (RMS) value of αn. How many standard deviations away from the mean of αi

is the RMS(αn) itself, under this distribution? Sketch the distribution of αi values and
put a dot where RMS(αn) is for the case where K = 100. Hence the saying, “In high
dimensions, every point is an outlier.” (Note: this also helps explain why noisy images
can be reliably distinguished by LTUs.)

1.2 Perceptron Behavior

In this problem, you will be experimenting with a single perceptron unit connected to 900
input units. The goal will be to use the perceptron to categorize various patterns, if possible,
using the Perceptron Learning Rule.

The patterns you will be dealing with are eleven different 30×30 grayscale images (in the range
[−1, 1]). The file pats.mat contains a 900× 11 matrix pats, where each column (pats(:,k))
is a different image. You can display the k’th image using DispPat(pats(:,k)).

We want to use the perceptron for classification. More formally, we are given a set of patterns
and their desired classification

D = {(xα, dα)}α=1...M .

2||x|| =
p

P

x2
i

is the magnitude of the vector x.
3RMS(z) =

p

Exp(z2) where Exp(·) is the expected value.
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Recalling that the perceptron classification of an input pattern x is:

y = sgn(wT x − θ) (1)

where w is the weight vector and θ is the threshold, the Perceptron Learning Rule is:

Algorithm 1.1: Perceptron Learning Rule(w,D)

while not all patterns are correctly classified

do























randomly select a pattern xα, 1 ≤ α ≤ M

determine how the perceptron classifies xα

if xα is not correctly classified

then

{

w = w + dαxα

θ = θ − dα

1. Implement the Perceptron Learning Rule in Matlab. Try training the perceptron to
partition the provided images into different subsets (i.e., try many different choices of
the dα). What partitions can the perceptron learn successfully? On which partitions
does it fail? Why? How does the answer change if the perceptron has no threshold (ie,
the threshold is fixed at zero)? Why?

Partition the input images into two sets of more-or-less equal size, and train the per-
ceptron to correctly classify the patterns according to this scheme. You will use these

weights for the next two questions.

2. Add iid Gaussian random noise to the input patterns, for example, with

newpat=pats(:,k)+str*randn(900,1);

where str is the standard deviation of the noise per pixel. For your choice of noise
strength, measure the probability that each image will be correctly classified. Include
error bars based on the number of samples you tested. Explain your results in terms of
the 11 values wT x and the threshold. Derive an estimate for the maximal noise strength
for which every image will be correctly classified at least 95% of the time. (Hint: To
do this, recall that a weighted sum of i.i.d Gaussian random variables is itself Gaussian
distributed, and the parameters of this distribution can be computed easily.) Does this
estimate agree with the simulations?

3. Now, experiment with blending images:

newpat=alpha * pats(:,j) + (1 - alpha) * pats(:,k);

How does the perceptron classify these new images? Do you observe a trend? Explain.

4. Now load the dataset nist-digits.mat. The variable digits contains 2000 samples of
handwritten digits, 200 of each digit, as 16× 16 grayscale images. Take a look at them:

for i=1:2000; DispPat(digits(:,i)); drawnow; end.

Using the first 15 samples of each digit, use the PLR to train 10 perceptrons, one for
each digit. (Each training run should have 150 samples, 15 of which will be positive ex-
amples, and 135 of which will be negative examples.) After training, do the perceptrons
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correctly classify these training samples? To evaluate how well the perceptrons learned
to recognize digits in general, compute and plot the “confusion matrix” c(i, j) that gives
the number of samples of digit i in the full data set that were classified positive by
perceptron j. If all 200 samples of each digit are used for training, for which digits is
the classification task linearly separable? (And how do you know?)

Look at the learned weights as images, but don’t print them out.
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